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April 28 – May 5, 2007

1...ARREST ROTUNDA 042907
Officers and medics responded to a report of a man down in front of the Rotunda. Subject was under the influence and taken into custody.

2...CASUALTY LOT 1 042907
Officer responded to a report of a female subject sitting in the middle of the lot visibly upset. Subject was transported to St Joseph’s Behavioral for treatment.

3...VEHICLE FIRE PACIFIC & BIANCHI 042907
Officer responded to a vehicle fire in front of Tiger’s Yogurt. Officer assisted Stockton Fire.

4...SUSPICIOUS PERSON PACIFIC HOUSE 042907
Officer responded to a report of two subjects in the dumpster. Officer contacted both subjects and learned that one of the subjects had an outstanding warrant. Subject had paperwork to show that he is taking care of the warrant. Both subjects were interviewed and advised of trespassing laws.

5...ARREST PACIFIC & STADIUM 042907
Officer contacted a subject in the field and learned the subject had outstanding warrants. Subject was arrested at 7:42 AM and transported to the county jail.

6...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT QUADS – COURTYARD 043007
Officer responded to a report of 4 male subjects in the area harassing people in the area. Officer contacted the subjects and counseled the subjects who were guests on campus.

7...BATTERY LARRY HELLER & POOL 043007
Officer responded to a report of a male subject who grabbed a female subject on her behind. Officer initiated a report.

8...VANDALISM LOT 7 043007
Victim reported her vehicle had been spray painted. Officer responded and initiated a report.

9...FIRE NORTHBANK COURT & PACIFIC 050107
Officer reported a small grass fire. SFD was notified and responded.

10...SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES MC CAFFREY CENTER 050107
Officer initiated a report for a person receiving threatening text messages who came into Public Safety for a report.

11...SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCE   GRACE COVELL    050107  
Staff reported money that was to be deposited yesterday missing. Officer responded and initiated a report.

12...UNIVERSITY REGULATION    WPC     050107  
Officer located a propped open door with seven subjects coming out of one of the rooms. All subjects were interviewed and advised they were not to be in the building after hours.

13...ARREST     BONNIE & EUCLID     050207  
Officer conducted a traffic stop of a vehicle and learned the driver had and outstanding no bail warrant for his arrest. Driver was taken into custody at 8:12 PM and transported to the county jail.

14...CASUALTY     PERSHING @ THE CALAVERAS     050207  
Staff reported a male subject down in the middle of the roadway having a seizure. Officers and medics responded and subject was transported to a local hospital.

15...VANDALISM    GRACE COVELL HALL    050307  
Staff reported hearing a noise and locating a broken window in the front entrance. Officer initiated a report of the incident.

16...VANDALISM   LOT 4     050307  
Victim responded his vehicle was scratched down the right side. Officer initiated a report of the incident.

17...ARREST     PACIFIC @ KNOLES     050307  
Officers responded to a report of a suspicious male subject riding his bicycle and looking into vehicles. Officer made contact and subject was arrested at 12:47 AM for possession of a hypodermic syringe.

18...CASUALTY    CASA JACKSON    050407  
Officers and medics responded to a report of a male subject who tried to harm himself. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

19...BATTERY    LOT 2     050407  
Officers responded to a report of two people in a physical fight. Incident started off campus. Officer located the female subject and transported to DPS. Father of the female came to pick her up.

20...CASUALTY    BAUN HALL     050407  
Staff reported a male subject with complaining of chest pains. Officer and medics responded. Subject refused medical treatment.

21...WEAPONS STADIUM DR 050407
Neighbor reported two male subjects sitting in a vehicle in front of McConchie Hall handling a gun. Officers contacted the subjects and located a handgun in the vehicle underneath the driver seat. Driver was arrested and transported to the county jail.

22...CASUALTY BAUN FITNESS 050407
Staff reported a female subject who fell hit her head and was feeling dizzy. Officer and medics responded. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

23...SUSPICIOUS PERSON GRACE COVELL 050407
Officers responded to a delayed report of a male subject in a female student’s room at 6:00 AM. The female subject was not assaulted and nothing was missing from the room. Officers reviewed the tape and learned the identity of the male who lives in the same building. It appeared he was under the influence when this occurred. Report filed and forwarded to Judicial Affairs

24...THEFT BAUN FITNESS CENTER 050407
Victim reported his bicycle was stolen. Victim parked his bicycle and did not secure it. While he was inside, the suspect ran up and took off on the bicycle. Officer responded and initiated a report.

25...FIRE LEVEE BY THE CALAVERAS 050507
Staff reported smoke coming from behind the Stadium. Officers determined the fire west of the Calaveras and fire was on scene. Officers assisted with traffic control.

26...VANDALISM LOT 36 050507
Staff reported the window broken on the University’s golf cart. Officer responded and initiated a report.

27...TRAFFIC VIOLATION PERSHING AVE 050507
SPD aired a report of an auto burglary in progress on Euclid west of Pershing of a white pickup with an extended cab with three occupants. Officers located a vehicle matching the description leaving the area and stopped the vehicle. Officer determined the driver was unlicensed and the vehicle was towed.